
Machines become intelligent

High-tech for tomorrow’s markets. A technology network encompassing eco-
nomy and science about to set world standards for intelligent products and 
production systems is growing in OstWestfalenLippe. The cluster Intelligent 
Technical Systems OstWestfalenLippe – in short, it’s OWL – is regarded 
as a pioneer for Industry 4.0 and makes important contributions to Germany’s 
competitiveness as an industry location. Having been awarded in the Leading-
Edge Cluster Competition of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research, is 
a seal of quality for it’s OWL.

174 companies, research institutes and organizations cooperate within 
the it’s OWL network. In a joint effort of economy and science they approach 
the innovation leap from mechatronics towards Intelligent Technical Systems. 
World market leaders in the fi elds of mechanical engineering, electrical and 
automotive supply industries collaborate with top-level research institutes. 

45 projects with a total budget of 100 million Euro will develop technologies 
for new generation products and production systems – ranging from automa-
tion and drive solutions to machines, vehicles, household appliances to Smart 
Grids and networking production plants. The Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research sustains these activities with 40 million Euro.

The technology platform will be made usable for numerous producing com-
panies. This is a strong impulse for growth and employment in the OstWestfa-
lenLippe region.

World Market Leaders 
and Top-Level Research

The success of the it’s OWL network is no coincidence. According to research 
done by the Stockholm School of Economics, OWL belongs to the strongest 
production clusters in Europe; characterized by a high density of employment, 
ability for innovation, and export quota. In mechanical engineering and in 
the electrical and automotive supply industries 400 companies provide 
employment for about 80,000 people and an annual turnover of 16.5 billion Euro.

Family-owned companies and a broad medium-sized industry form the core 
of the cluster. Among these, there are various world market leaders, for 
example strong brands like Claas, Gildemeister, Hella, Miele and Wincor Nix-
dorf, but also many hidden champions. On the fi eld of industrial electronics, 
Beckhoff, Harting, KEB, Lenze, Phoenix  Contact, Wago, and Weidmüller are 
setting world standards. Bonding technology has reached a world market 
share of 75%. 

Local universities stand for interdisciplinary top-level research on the 
fi elds of self-optimization, cognition as well as industrial automation. One 
excellence cluster, three special research areas, 14 research institutes along 
with numerous work groups encompass around 1,000 researchers working on 
tomorrow´s solutions. Six universities offer an excellent formation in MINT 
subjects for over 15,000 students.

Technology Concept

Resulting from a joint effort of engineering sciences and informatics
Intelligent Technical Systems
�   interact with the environment and adapt autonomously (adaptive),
�   cope with unexpected situations in a dynamic surrounding (robust),
�   anticipate the effects of diverse infl uences on the basis of experiential   
 knowledge (anticipatory),
�   and consider individual user behavior (user-friendly).

Intelligent Technical Systems 
�   help creating new functionalities of products and production systems   
 and provide easier handling for users,
�   improve development, installation, maintenance, and life cycle   
 management,
�   improve reliability, safety, and availability,
�   provide for a more effi cient use of resources like energy and materials,   
�   and allow for individualized and changeable production processes.

Projects

In cooperation of companies and research institutes, 33 innovation projects 
take new products, technologies and applications to market maturity. In 
order to reach this objective, research institutes provide application-oriented 
research results in fi ve cross-sectional projects. This platform also creates 
a foundation for the technology transfer to a broader level. 

The developed technologies and methods are particularly made usable for 
small and medium-sized enterprises by work groups and transfer projects. 
The transfer ensures developmental dynamics and competitiveness of 
companies together with six further sustainability initiatives. 
32 projects already started, 13 more are planned for 2015.

Project Structure

Self-Optimization

Human-Machine-Interaction

Intelligent Networking

Energy Effi ciency

Systems Engineering

 

 
 

5 Cross-Sectional Projects
create technology platform for 

innovation projects and transfer

Partial Systems Networked Systems

7 Sustainability Initiatives
ensure developmental dynamics and competitiveness of companies

Scientifi c Automation

Changeable Production Technology 

Couplers for Automation Networks 

Innovative Automation Appliances 

Drill Drive Units for Furniture Production

User Interfaces for Self-Service Counters 

Chargers for Electric Vehicles

eXtreme Fast Automation*

Auto-Confi guring Hard-/Software*

Control Technology for Wind Turbines*

CNC Processing*

Adaptive Automotive Parts*

Converters for Electric Vehicles*

Effi cient Forming Processes

Processing of Large Components

Copper Bonds for Power Electronics

Dough-Kneading Process

Hazardous Substances Storage Facilities 
and Extraction Terminals

Auto-Adjusting Automotive Lighting 

Self-Correcting Manufacturing*

Intelligent Machine Tools*

Environment Recognition for 
Agricultural Machinery*

Flexible Assembly with 
Autonomous Components

Work Preparation with 
Virtual Machine Tools

Effi cient Industrial Laundry 

Intralogistics for Department Stores

Networked Monetary Circuits

Networked Agricultural Machinery 

Range Extension for Electric Vehicles

Microgrid 

Smart Grid-Compatible 
House Appliances

Interactive Robotics*

Energy Management in Microgrids*

33 Innovation Projects
take intelligent products and production systems to market maturity

Global Target Markets Mechanical Engineering, Automotive Engineering and Energy Technology

Strategic Foresight

Product Piracy Protection Education and Training

Technology Transfer*

Business Start-Ups* Technology Acceptance

Market Orientation

Systems

* Project starts in 2015

Add Intelligence 
to Machines. 
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it´s OWL Clustermanagement GmbH 
Zukunftsmeile 1 | 33102 Paderborn | Germany
Tel. +49 5251 5465275 | Fax +49 5251 5465102
info@its-owl.de | www.its-owl.de

THE CLUSTERMANAGEMENT 
IS SUPPORTED BY:

it´s OWL Service Offerings

Located in the heart of Germany it´s OWL has a lot to offer.
� A unique technology platform for Intelligent Technical Systems
� Sustainable manufacturing solutions for Germany as an industrial  
 location
� Cooperation with technology leaders and top-level research institutes
� Transfer of new technologies and research results
� Attractive career opportunities in industry and science
� Excellent interdisciplinary study paths with high practical relevance

Join us!
� Get information at events and in work groups for an exchange of  
 experience and ideas.
� Use our diverse training offers.
� Get in contact with companies and research facilities.
� Let us fi nd your research partners to help you.
� Profi t from technologies of it´s OWL via transfer projects.

For further information, visit: 
www.its-owl.de

Cluster Management it´s OWL Association

Companies

Universities and Research Institutes

Transfer Partners

Sustaining Members
BISONTEC GmbH, Brockbals GmbH, BST International GmbH, Ceres Vision GmbH, Clarion Events 

Germany GmbH, dSPACE GmbH, ELHA MASCHINENBAU Liemke KG, eltromat GmbH, E.ON West-

falen-Weser AG, Ferrocontrol Steuerungssysteme GmbH & Co. KG, Friedrich Remmert GmbH, 

Handwerkskammer OWL, IHC Industrie- und Handelsclub OWL, Initiative für Beschäftigung OWL, 

Jowat AG, KW Software GmbH, Kreis Paderborn, MADLEHN GmbH, Melitta Europe GmbH & Co. 

KG, PHOENIX CONTACT Electronics GmbH, Smart Mechatronics GmbH, Rollax Gmbh & Co. KG, 

REC Deutschland GmbH, Scenario Management International AG, scout P. Projektmanagement, 

Strothmann Machines & Handling GmbH, UNITY AG, Werthenbach Hydraulik-Antriebstechnik GmbH

(Members March 2013)

To learn more about the association and further cluster partners, visit 
www.its-owl.de

Along with 174 cluster partners, the it´s OWL technology-network is a pioneer 
in meeting global challenges. In 45 projects, world market leaders along with 
research institutes develop intelligent products and production systems that 
make your life easier. These are user-friendly, reliable and resource-effi cient. 
The projects make an important contribution for the long-term stabilization 
of Germany as a high-tech industry location. This is supported by a Leading-
Edge Cluster that has been awarded by the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research. There is only one of its kind in the world, and it is here in OstWest-
falenLippe.

Add Intelligence 
to Machines. 

HAMBURG

BERLIN

HANNOVER

DÜSSELDORF

BIELEFELD
PADERBORN

The it´s OWL Clustermanagement GmbH coordinates implementation of 
projects, development of strategies, networking of cluster partners, and 
marketing activities. The it´s OWL association pools the interests of the 
cluster partners. The cluster board is responsible for the it´s OWL strategy. 
An academic advisory board with researchers of international reputation 
provides counseling to develop further the technology platform.

Cluster Board
Hans Beckhoff, Managing Partner, Beckhoff Automation GmbH (Vice-Chairman)

Roland Bent, CEO, PHOENIX CONTACT GmbH & Co. KG

Dr. Theo Freye, CEO, CLAAS KGaA mbH

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Gausemeier, Managing Board, Heinz Nixdorf Institute (Chairman)

Dietmar Harting, General Partner, Harting KGaA

Dr. Oliver Herrmann, President, University of Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen-Lippe

Dr. Andreas Hettich, Managing Partner, Hettich Holding GmbH & Co. oHG

Friedel Heuwinkel, Vice-Chairman Shareholders’ Meeting, OstWestfalenLippe GmbH

Sven Hohorst, Managing Partner, WAGO Kontakttechnik GmbH & Co. KG

Martin Kannegiesser, Managing Partner, Herbert Kannegiesser GmbH

Dr. Peter Köhler, Managing Board Speaker, Weidmüller Group

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Sagerer, Rector, Bielefeld University

Dr. Eduard Sailer, CEO, Miele & Cie. KG (Vice-Chairman)

Herbert Sommer, Chairman Shareholders’ Meeting, OstWestfalenLippe GmbH

Karl-Heinz Stiller, Supervisory Board Chairman, Wincor Nixdorf AG (retired)

Hans-Dieter Tenhaef, Managing Board, OWL MASCHINENBAU

Marianne Thomann-Stahl, President, District Government Detmold

Academic Advisory Board
Prof. Dr. Otthein Herzog, Artifi cial Intelligence University of Bremen

Prof. Dr. Edgar Körner, Honda Research Institute Europe GmbH

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Manfred Nagl, Software Engineering RWTH Aachen

Prof. Dr. Ir. Fred J.A.M. van Houten, Design, Production and Management University of Twente

Managers
Dr. Roman Dumitrescu (Head of Strategy, Research and Development)

Günter Korder (Head of Operations)

Herbert Weber (Head of Marketing)

motion control
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